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Delaying claim of Social Security benefits 
• Choice of initial claiming age for Social Security 

retirement benefits is analogous to the decision to 
purchase annuities 

• A 62 y.o. retiree can implicitly purchase 7% more in SS 
payments by the expenditure of one year of SS 
benefits.  

– If claim immediately, monthly benefit is 75% of PIA 
– If delay claiming for one year, the monthly benefit 

will be 80% of the PIA.  

• Previous work has found low rates of delayed claiming 
(Coile et al., 2002, and Hurd et al., 2004) 
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• What do Americans believe about the returns to 
delayed claiming? 

• How do the benefit rules impact retirement behavior? 

• We designed a module of survey questions that 
elicits expectations of retirement and claiming 
behavior and of the returns to delayed claiming.  

• The module is being administered to members of 
American Life Panel (ALP) 
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American Life Panel 
• RAND American Life Panel (ALP) is an Internet panel of over 

1000 respondents age 18 and over 
– recruited from among individuals age 18 and older who 

respond to the monthly University of Michigan Survey of 
Consumers.   

– Respondents in the panel either use their own computer 
to log on to the Internet or use a Web TV 

• For this survey module on Social Security claiming, we 
restrict the sample to respondents who are: 

– younger than 60 years of age 
– do not currently receive any income from Social Security 

payments 
– perceive a positive probability of receiving Social 

Security benefits in the future.  
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Measuring willingness to delay claiming 
Suppose you [never work full time/ stop working full time at age tR* / 

work full time for as long as you can, throughout your 60’s and 
beyond], and you have not yet begun to collect Social Security 
benefits as you are about to turn age tC* 

Suppose you must choose between starting to collect your benefits 
when you turn age tC* or when you turn age tC* + 1. 

tR* is expected retirement age: respondents who report that they will stop working 
full time are asked for the age at which they expect to stop working full time.  

tC* is age at which R expects to begin claiming Social Security benefits.  We are interested in your plans for work and retirement when you are in your 60’s 
and beyond. Which of the following statements best describes your plans? 

1. I will not be working full time at age 60 or later. 
2. I will be working full time at age 60 or later, but I will completely stop working 

sometime after age 60. 
3. I will be working full time at age 60 or later, but I will stop working full time 

sometime after age 60 and will likely continue working part time.  
4. I will work full time for as long as I can, throughout my 60’s and beyond. 
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Measuring willingness to delay claiming, cont. 
If you choose to start to collect benefits at age tC*, then you will receive $b per 

month, and this amount will be guaranteed to increase annually based on a 
“cost-of-living adjustment” in order to keep up with inflation for the 
remainder of your lifetime. 

If instead you choose to wait one year to start collecting benefits at age tC* + 1, 
then you will be guaranteed to receive an additional $rb each month [—that 
is, an extra $rb ×12 each year—] in today’s dollars. This amount will be 
increased annually based on a “cost-of-living adjustment” in order to keep up 
with inflation for the remainder of your lifetime. 

b = 1200, 1800, 2400 depending on expected monthly benefit: 

Suppose you [never work full time/ stop working full time at age tR* / work full 
time for as long as you can, throughout your 60’s and beyond], and start 
collecting Social Security benefits at age tC*, about how much would you 
expect the payments to be in today’s dollars. 

r = 1/12, 1/8, 1/6, and 5/24 
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Information treatments 
Treatment 1: If you expect to live beyond age tC*+(1/r), then it would be 

to your advantage to delay your retirement (Note: interest is not 
included in this calculation).  

Treatment 2: By choosing to wait, you would give up one year of 
benefits (that is, b ×12 dollars) while you are age tC*, but you would 
make up that amount in 1/r years. 

Treatment 3: If you expect to live beyond age tC*+(1/r), then it would be 
to your advantage to delay your retirement (Note: interest is not 
included in this calculation). Moreover, you would continue to receive 
the extra rb ×12 per year in the event that you live for many years after 
that. 

Treatment 4: By choosing to wait, you would give up one year of 
benefits (that is, b ×12 dollars) while you are age tC*, but you would 
make up that amount in 1/r years. Moreover, you would continue to 
receive the extra rb ×12 per year in the event that you live for many 
years after that. 
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Variable n mean
Age (years) 230 49

Gender (=1 if female) 228 0.37
Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes) 228 0.69

Never married (=1 if yes) 228 0.13

Highest Educational Attainment
High School or Less (=1 if yes) 228 0.14

Some College 228 0.35
Bachelor's Degree or More 228 0.51

Currently Employed (=1 if yes) 230 0.85

DB pension on current job (=1 if yes) 230 0.30
DC pension on current job (=1 if yes) 230 0.42

Percent chance of living to age 70 230 81
Percent chance of living to age 80 230 67

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics


Table 1

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		65		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		45		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		55		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		82.5		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		30		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		67.5		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		67.5		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		86		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		72.5		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		55		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.200		-0.010		-0.403

				(0.404)		(0.006)		(0.556)

		Currently Married		0.343		0.060		-0.081

				(6.003)		(0.115)		(8.681)

		Currently Employed		-0.906		-0.097		-1.511

				(8.691)		(0.158)		(9.970)

		DB pension on current job		-2.106		-0.032		-4.299

				(5.102)		(0.116)		(8.116)

		DC pension on current job		-7.264		-0.048		-7.355

				(5.468)		(0.110)		(8.353)

		Female		-3.217		-0.167		-9.181

				(5.164)		(0.107)		(7.383)

		Some College		-8.029		0.257		-0.073

				(8.194)		(0.180)		(12.058)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.770		0.160		-9.116

				(8.299)		(0.188)		(10.815)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.248		-0.002		0.310

				(0.114)		(0.002)		(0.170)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.504		0.281		9.869

				(10.521)		(0.176)		(14.168)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		7.109		0.198		15.455

				(7.580)		(0.139)		(9.886)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.107		0.109		23.460

				(6.837)		(0.140)		(9.326)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.193		-0.076		0.043

				(5.797)		(0.133)		(8.036)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.700		-0.325		5.100

				(10.673)		(0.146)		(11.460)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		7.805		-0.050		16.512

				(8.293)		(0.152)		(8.967)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		5.636		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(10.647)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		2.708		-0.195		-2.327

				(7.791)		(0.130)		(9.103)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.069		0.154		-4.467

				(5.593)		(0.125)		(7.745)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.006

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.005)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-17.308		-0.019		-20.924

				(18.010)		(0.535)		(33.969)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.043		-0.002		0.034

				(0.091)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.125		-0.002		0.175

				(0.094)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Information treatment 2		-31.385		0.143		-28.764

				(7.843)		(0.131)		(10.740)

		Information treatment 3		-7.870		0.059		-10.945

				(6.685)		(0.135)		(11.098)

		Information treatment 4		-14.933		0.139		-13.872

				(7.077)		(0.138)		(10.831)

		constant		52.706		0.942		51.657

				(26.078)		(0.439)		(33.152)

		R2		0.272		0.278		0.289

		N		182		118		118

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1. Expected Returns to Delayed Claiming
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Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		81		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		189		58.8		65

				Treatment 1		39		73.1		80

				Treatment 2		52		39.9		40

				Treatment 3		50		66.4		70

				Treatment 4		48		59.8		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		172		69.6		75

				Treatment 1		36		81.4		85

				Treatment 2		42		53.4		50

				Treatment 3		49		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		45		73.2		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		171		76.1		80

				Treatment 1		36		85.8		90

				Treatment 2		41		63.8		70

				Treatment 3		49		74.6		80

				Treatment 4		45		81.4		87

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		170		80.0		90

				Treatment 1		36		86.9		99

				Treatment 2		41		72.1		80

				Treatment 3		48		78.1		90

				Treatment 4		45		83.6		90
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Variable n mean
Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

(dollar value at which delays payment)
$100 (=1 if yes) 230 0.03

$105 230 0.09
$110 230 0.20
$115 230 0.10
$120 230 0.12
$125 230 0.10

does not delay 230 0.37
Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

(dollar value at which delays payment)
$100 (=1 if yes) 230 0.03

$105 230 0.10
$110 230 0.19
$115 230 0.11
$120 230 0.19
$125 230 0.10

does not delay 230 0.29

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics


Table 1

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		65		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		45		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		55		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		82.5		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		30		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		67.5		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		67.5		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		86		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		72.5		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		55		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.200		-0.010		-0.403

				(0.404)		(0.006)		(0.556)

		Currently Married		0.343		0.060		-0.081

				(6.003)		(0.115)		(8.681)

		Currently Employed		-0.906		-0.097		-1.511

				(8.691)		(0.158)		(9.970)

		DB pension on current job		-2.106		-0.032		-4.299

				(5.102)		(0.116)		(8.116)

		DC pension on current job		-7.264		-0.048		-7.355

				(5.468)		(0.110)		(8.353)

		Female		-3.217		-0.167		-9.181

				(5.164)		(0.107)		(7.383)

		Some College		-8.029		0.257		-0.073

				(8.194)		(0.180)		(12.058)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.770		0.160		-9.116

				(8.299)		(0.188)		(10.815)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.248		-0.002		0.310

				(0.114)		(0.002)		(0.170)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.504		0.281		9.869

				(10.521)		(0.176)		(14.168)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		7.109		0.198		15.455

				(7.580)		(0.139)		(9.886)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.107		0.109		23.460

				(6.837)		(0.140)		(9.326)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.193		-0.076		0.043

				(5.797)		(0.133)		(8.036)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.700		-0.325		5.100

				(10.673)		(0.146)		(11.460)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		7.805		-0.050		16.512

				(8.293)		(0.152)		(8.967)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		5.636		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(10.647)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		2.708		-0.195		-2.327

				(7.791)		(0.130)		(9.103)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.069		0.154		-4.467

				(5.593)		(0.125)		(7.745)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.006

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.005)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-17.308		-0.019		-20.924

				(18.010)		(0.535)		(33.969)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.043		-0.002		0.034

				(0.091)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.125		-0.002		0.175

				(0.094)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Information treatment 2		-31.385		0.143		-28.764

				(7.843)		(0.131)		(10.740)

		Information treatment 3		-7.870		0.059		-10.945

				(6.685)		(0.135)		(11.098)

		Information treatment 4		-14.933		0.139		-13.872

				(7.077)		(0.138)		(10.831)

		constant		52.706		0.942		51.657

				(26.078)		(0.439)		(33.152)

		R2		0.272		0.278		0.289

		N		182		118		118

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		189		58.8		65

				Treatment 1		39		73.1		80

				Treatment 2		52		39.9		40

				Treatment 3		50		66.4		70

				Treatment 4		48		59.8		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		172		69.6		75

				Treatment 1		36		81.4		85

				Treatment 2		42		53.4		50

				Treatment 3		49		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		45		73.2		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		171		76.1		80

				Treatment 1		36		85.8		90

				Treatment 2		41		63.8		70

				Treatment 3		49		74.6		80

				Treatment 4		45		81.4		87

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		170		80.0		90

				Treatment 1		36		86.9		99

				Treatment 2		41		72.1		80

				Treatment 3		48		78.1		90

				Treatment 4		45		83.6		90
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Variable n mean median std dev
Retirement Plans

no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes) 230 0.27
completely stop working after 60 230 0.13
likely change to part-time after 60 230 0.29
full-time work "as long as I can" 230 0.31
Expected retirement age (years) 136 61.70 662 6.36

Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits 230 73.17 80 27.34
Source of Social Security Benefits

own record (=1 if yes) 230 0.67
spouse's record 230 0.02

both record 230 0.31
Expected claiming age (years) 230 66.3 65 3.76

Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($) 229 1264 1200 722
Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($) 224 1348 1200 767
Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation 230 29.7 25 26.55

Percent chance benefits cut substantially 230 44.2 50 28.52

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics


Table 1

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		60		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		40		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		50		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		80		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		10		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		60		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		65		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		85		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		70		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		50		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.200		-0.010		-0.403

				(0.404)		(0.006)		(0.556)

		Currently Married		0.343		0.060		-0.081

				(6.003)		(0.115)		(8.681)

		Currently Employed		-0.906		-0.097		-1.511

				(8.691)		(0.158)		(9.970)

		DB pension on current job		-2.106		-0.032		-4.299

				(5.102)		(0.116)		(8.116)

		DC pension on current job		-7.264		-0.048		-7.355

				(5.468)		(0.110)		(8.353)

		Female		-3.217		-0.167		-9.181

				(5.164)		(0.107)		(7.383)

		Some College		-8.029		0.257		-0.073

				(8.194)		(0.180)		(12.058)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.770		0.160		-9.116

				(8.299)		(0.188)		(10.815)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.248		-0.002		0.310

				(0.114)		(0.002)		(0.170)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.504		0.281		9.869

				(10.521)		(0.176)		(14.168)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		7.109		0.198		15.455

				(7.580)		(0.139)		(9.886)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.107		0.109		23.460

				(6.837)		(0.140)		(9.326)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.193		-0.076		0.043

				(5.797)		(0.133)		(8.036)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.700		-0.325		5.100

				(10.673)		(0.146)		(11.460)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		7.805		-0.050		16.512

				(8.293)		(0.152)		(8.967)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		5.636		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(10.647)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		2.708		-0.195		-2.327

				(7.791)		(0.130)		(9.103)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.069		0.154		-4.467

				(5.593)		(0.125)		(7.745)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.006

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.005)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-17.308		-0.019		-20.924

				(18.010)		(0.535)		(33.969)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.043		-0.002		0.034

				(0.091)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.125		-0.002		0.175

				(0.094)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Information treatment 2		-31.385		0.143		-28.764

				(7.843)		(0.131)		(10.740)

		Information treatment 3		-7.870		0.059		-10.945

				(6.685)		(0.135)		(11.098)

		Information treatment 4		-14.933		0.139		-13.872

				(7.077)		(0.138)		(10.831)

		constant		52.706		0.942		51.657

				(26.078)		(0.439)		(33.152)

		R2		0.272		0.278		0.289

		N		182		118		118

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1. Expected Returns to Delayed Claiming
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Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60

				Treatment 1		47		72.6		80

				Treatment 2		62		40.0		40

				Treatment 3		63		67.6		75

				Treatment 4		58		59.6		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75

				Treatment 1		44		80.0		80

				Treatment 2		51		53.2		50

				Treatment 3		62		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		54		72.5		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80

				Treatment 1		44		84.2		90

				Treatment 2		50		62.7		65

				Treatment 3		62		75.0		80

				Treatment 4		54		80.3		85

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90

				Treatment 1		44		85.6		99

				Treatment 2		50		70.1		75

				Treatment 3		61		78.2		90

				Treatment 4		54		82.8		90





Table 3 (slides)

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		1.4%		1.4%
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Delayed Claiming 
Scenario Sample n mean median

Full Sample 230 59.1 60
Treatment 1 47 72.6 80
Treatment 2 62 40.0 40
Treatment 3 63 67.6 75
Treatment 4 58 59.6 60
Full Sample 211 69.1 75
Treatment 1 44 80.0 80
Treatment 2 51 53.2 50
Treatment 3 62 71.5 75
Treatment 4 54 72.5 75
Full Sample 210 75.4 80
Treatment 1 44 84.2 90
Treatment 2 50 62.7 65
Treatment 3 62 75.0 80
Treatment 4 54 80.3 85
Full Sample 209 79.0 90
Treatment 1 44 85.6 99
Treatment 2 50 70.1 75
Treatment 3 61 78.2 90
Treatment 4 54 82.8 90

Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

Percent Chance 
With Return Of 

1/12

Percent Chance 
With Return Of 1/8

Percent Chance 
With Return Of 1/6

Percent Chance 
With Return Of 

5/24


Table 1

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		40		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		50		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		80		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		10		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		60		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		65		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		85		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		70		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		50		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.200		-0.010		-0.403

				(0.404)		(0.006)		(0.556)

		Currently Married		0.343		0.060		-0.081

				(6.003)		(0.115)		(8.681)

		Currently Employed		-0.906		-0.097		-1.511

				(8.691)		(0.158)		(9.970)

		DB pension on current job		-2.106		-0.032		-4.299

				(5.102)		(0.116)		(8.116)

		DC pension on current job		-7.264		-0.048		-7.355

				(5.468)		(0.110)		(8.353)

		Female		-3.217		-0.167		-9.181

				(5.164)		(0.107)		(7.383)

		Some College		-8.029		0.257		-0.073

				(8.194)		(0.180)		(12.058)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.770		0.160		-9.116

				(8.299)		(0.188)		(10.815)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.248		-0.002		0.310

				(0.114)		(0.002)		(0.170)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.504		0.281		9.869

				(10.521)		(0.176)		(14.168)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		7.109		0.198		15.455

				(7.580)		(0.139)		(9.886)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.107		0.109		23.460

				(6.837)		(0.140)		(9.326)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.193		-0.076		0.043

				(5.797)		(0.133)		(8.036)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.700		-0.325		5.100

				(10.673)		(0.146)		(11.460)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		7.805		-0.050		16.512

				(8.293)		(0.152)		(8.967)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		5.636		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(10.647)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		2.708		-0.195		-2.327

				(7.791)		(0.130)		(9.103)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.069		0.154		-4.467

				(5.593)		(0.125)		(7.745)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.006

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.005)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-17.308		-0.019		-20.924

				(18.010)		(0.535)		(33.969)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.043		-0.002		0.034

				(0.091)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.125		-0.002		0.175

				(0.094)		(0.002)		(0.125)

		Information treatment 2		-31.385		0.143		-28.764

				(7.843)		(0.131)		(10.740)

		Information treatment 3		-7.870		0.059		-10.945

				(6.685)		(0.135)		(11.098)

		Information treatment 4		-14.933		0.139		-13.872

				(7.077)		(0.138)		(10.831)

		constant		52.706		0.942		51.657

				(26.078)		(0.439)		(33.152)

		R2		0.272		0.278		0.289

		N		182		118		118

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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				$2,200		$200

				$2,400		$400

				$2,400		$100

				$2,500		$0

				$2,500		$100

				$2,500		$0

				$2,500		$100

				$2,500		$25

				$2,500		$0

				$2,500		$0

				$2,500		$0

				$2,500		$300

				$2,500		$250

				$3,000		$500

				$3,000		$100

				$3,000		$0

				$3,000		$0

				$3,333		$0

				$3,500		$100

				$4,000		$500





Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60

				Treatment 1		47		72.6		80

				Treatment 2		62		40.0		40

				Treatment 3		63		67.6		75

				Treatment 4		58		59.6		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75

				Treatment 1		44		80.0		80

				Treatment 2		51		53.2		50

				Treatment 3		62		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		54		72.5		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80

				Treatment 1		44		84.2		90

				Treatment 2		50		62.7		65

				Treatment 3		62		75.0		80

				Treatment 4		54		80.3		85

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90

				Treatment 1		44		85.6		99

				Treatment 2		50		70.1		75

				Treatment 3		61		78.2		90

				Treatment 4		54		82.8		90
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Expectations of  
Delayed Claiming Returns and Choices 

• Delayed claiming scenarios we pose tend to be very 
attractive relative to expected benefits and returns to 
delayed claiming 

– Median expected benefit = lowest value for b 
– High probabilities that real benefits will decline 
– Low expected increase in benefits for one-year delay 

• Mean=7.5% ($85), median=4.2% ($50) 
• One-third report no increase 

• Expected retirement age tR* vs. claiming age tC* 
– For tR* < 62, 64% report tC* > 62 
– For tR* ≥ 62, 71% report tC* = tR*  
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Predictors of Delayed Claiming 
Percent Chance of 
Delayed Claiming 

Predictor Variable with Return r1=1/12
-15.501
(16.468)

Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation 0.074
(0.079)

Percent chance benefits cut substantially 0.139
(0.082)

Percent chance of living to age 80 0.253
(0.097)

12.927
(8.976)

3.353
(6.031)

13.763
(5.441)

N 222

Excerpt from Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are 
reported in parentheses

Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)

Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 
years from now

Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 
11 years from now

Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 
11 years from now

More positive 
assessments of 

actual future 
returns should 
be negatively 
related to the 

chance of 
delayed 

claiming in the 
hypothetical 
scenarios 

Those with lower 
mortality risk 

should be more 
likely to delay 

claiming.  Coefficients on 
time preference 
variables should 
be positive, but 

declining 


Table 1

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		60		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		40		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		50		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		80		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		10		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		60		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		65		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		85		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		70		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		50		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.429		-0.009		-0.450

				(0.272)		(0.005)		(0.363)

		Currently Married		-2.173		0.006		-0.164

				(5.063)		(0.107)		(7.238)

		Currently Employed		-0.440		-0.072		-1.071

				(7.387)		(0.139)		(8.559)

		DB pension on current job		-2.052		0.007		-1.591

				(4.299)		(0.097)		(6.520)

		DC pension on current job		-8.570		-0.042		-7.068

				(4.729)		(0.102)		(7.366)

		Female		-1.661		-0.152		-4.854

				(4.737)		(0.096)		(6.644)

		Some College		-9.916		0.092		-3.080

				(6.841)		(0.152)		(9.819)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-10.084		0.076		-4.999

				(6.802)		(0.160)		(9.054)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.253		-0.002		0.283

				(0.097)		(0.002)		(0.135)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		12.927		0.285		5.861

				(8.976)		(0.151)		(11.691)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		3.353		0.110		7.652

				(6.031)		(0.120)		(8.008)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		13.763		0.095		17.706

				(5.441)		(0.122)		(7.709)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-1.786		-0.186		-1.640

				(5.180)		(0.117)		(7.066)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.444		-0.392		1.753

				(9.857)		(0.129)		(10.472)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		5.660		-0.097		9.297

				(7.630)		(0.134)		(8.149)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		7.004		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(9.676)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		-1.204		-0.236		-6.133

				(6.991)		(0.118)		(8.157)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		1.012		0.069		-1.490

				(4.788)		(0.112)		(6.779)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.007

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.004)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-15.501		-0.029		-9.981

				(16.468)		(0.466)		(29.788)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.074		-0.001		0.106

				(0.079)		(0.002)		(0.105)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.139		-0.001		0.225

				(0.082)		(0.002)		(0.107)

		Information treatment 2		-30.474		0.147		-28.108

				(6.831)		(0.122)		(9.657)

		Information treatment 3		-5.993		0.117		-7.294

				(5.913)		(0.125)		(9.403)

		Information treatment 4		-14.045		0.183		-14.625

				(6.218)		(0.122)		(9.393)

		constant		66.531		0.988		52.900

				(17.998)		(0.364)		(21.914)

		R2		0.283		0.282		0.261

		N		222		142		142

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1. Expected Returns to Delayed Claiming
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Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60

				Treatment 1		47		72.6		80

				Treatment 2		62		40.0		40

				Treatment 3		63		67.6		75

				Treatment 4		58		59.6		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75

				Treatment 1		44		80.0		80

				Treatment 2		51		53.2		50

				Treatment 3		62		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		54		72.5		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80

				Treatment 1		44		84.2		90

				Treatment 2		50		62.7		65

				Treatment 3		62		75.0		80

				Treatment 4		54		80.3		85

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90

				Treatment 1		44		85.6		99

				Treatment 2		50		70.1		75

				Treatment 3		61		78.2		90

				Treatment 4		54		82.8		90





Table 3 (slides)

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4 (slides)

		Excerpt from Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-15.501

				(16.468)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.074

				(0.079)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.139

				(0.082)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.253

				(0.097)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		12.927

				(8.976)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		3.353

				(6.031)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		13.763

				(5.441)

		N		222

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses
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Percent Chance of 
Delayed Claiming 

Predictor Variable with Return r1=1/12
Information treatment 2 -30.474

(6.831)

Information treatment 3 -5.993
(5.913)

Information treatment 4 -14.045
(6.218)

N 222

Excerpt from Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are 
reported in parentheses
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		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		60		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100





Table 2

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60		32.3		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		47		72.6		80		28.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		62		40.0		40		34.2		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		63		67.6		75		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		58		59.6		60		30.5		0		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		59		50.8		50		34.5		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		9		63.8		65		41.1		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		15		28.3		10		34.2		0		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		57.1		50		27.5		10		99

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		57.1		50		30.8		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75		26.8		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		80.0		80		20.8		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		51		53.2		50		30.1		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		71.5		75		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		72.5		75		25.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		63.4		75		32.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		87.0		99		19.0		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		37.5		10		34.2		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		62.8		60		28.0		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		68.2		75		30.7		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80		25.4		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		84.2		90		20.3		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		62.7		65		27.9		5		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		62		75.0		80		25.7		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		80.3		85		22.2		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		70.5		80		30.8		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		85.7		100		21.5		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		43.0		50		32.5		5		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		68.9		70		29.3		10		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		79.7		90		26.3		5		100

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90		25.5		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 1		44		85.6		99		23.5		10		100

				Full -- Treatment 2		50		70.1		75		27.2		1		100

				Full -- Treatment 3		61		78.2		90		25.9		0		100

				Full -- Treatment 4		54		82.8		90		23.0		5		100

				Expect No Full-Time Work After 62,  Benefits Based On Own Record		52		75.8		90		29.2		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 1		7		88.6		100		20.4		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 2		10		49.1		50		33.5		1		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 3		14		77.1		87		25.9		50		100

				No Full-Time  After 62, Own Record -- Treatment 4		21		83.3		95		25.3		5		100

				medians





Table 3

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		mode		min		max		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		62		60		72		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		65		60		67		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		62		62		67		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		63, 67		63		67		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65		65		70		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		67		65		67		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		70		62		72		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		70		62		95		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4

		Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Outcome Variable

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming		Delay Claiming Expectations Indicator		Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12		1[tC*>max(tR*,62)]		with Return r1=1/12

		Age		-0.429		-0.009		-0.450

				(0.272)		(0.005)		(0.363)

		Currently Married		-2.173		0.006		-0.164

				(5.063)		(0.107)		(7.238)

		Currently Employed		-0.440		-0.072		-1.071

				(7.387)		(0.139)		(8.559)

		DB pension on current job		-2.052		0.007		-1.591

				(4.299)		(0.097)		(6.520)

		DC pension on current job		-8.570		-0.042		-7.068

				(4.729)		(0.102)		(7.366)

		Female		-1.661		-0.152		-4.854

				(4.737)		(0.096)		(6.644)

		Some College		-9.916		0.092		-3.080

				(6.841)		(0.152)		(9.819)

		Bachelor's Degree or More		-10.084		0.076		-4.999

				(6.802)		(0.160)		(9.054)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.253		-0.002		0.283

				(0.097)		(0.002)		(0.135)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		12.927		0.285		5.861

				(8.976)		(0.151)		(11.691)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		3.353		0.110		7.652

				(6.031)		(0.120)		(8.008)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		13.763		0.095		17.706

				(5.441)		(0.122)		(7.709)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-1.786		-0.186		-1.640

				(5.180)		(0.117)		(7.066)

		Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.444		-0.392		1.753

				(9.857)		(0.129)		(10.472)

		Likely to change to part-time after 60		5.660		-0.097		9.297

				(7.630)		(0.134)		(8.149)

		Will work full time for "as long as I can"		7.004		(dropped)		(dropped)

				(9.676)

		Expected retirement age is less than or equal to 62		-1.204		-0.236		-6.133

				(6.991)		(0.118)		(8.157)

		Expected source of benefits is own record		1.012		0.069		-1.490

				(4.788)		(0.112)		(6.779)

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.006		0.000		0.007

				(0.003)		(0.000)		(0.004)

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-15.501		-0.029		-9.981

				(16.468)		(0.466)		(29.788)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.074		-0.001		0.106

				(0.079)		(0.002)		(0.105)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.139		-0.001		0.225

				(0.082)		(0.002)		(0.107)

		Information treatment 2		-30.474		0.147		-28.108

				(6.831)		(0.122)		(9.657)

		Information treatment 3		-5.993		0.117		-7.294

				(5.913)		(0.125)		(9.403)

		Information treatment 4		-14.045		0.183		-14.625

				(6.218)		(0.122)		(9.393)

		constant		66.531		0.988		52.900

				(17.998)		(0.364)		(21.914)

		R2		0.283		0.282		0.261

		N		222		142		142

						(those with tR*<71)		(those with tR*<71)

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses





T4 col 1

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 1

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     182

		F( 25,   156) =    3.23

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2741

		Root MSE      =  30.573

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------

		|               Robust

				percent chance of delayed claiming		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.3660808		0.457984		-0.8		0.425		-1.270731		0.5385694

				Currently Married		0.1178368		5.826932		0.02		0.984		-11.39203		11.6277

				Currently Employed		-0.330544		8.660973		-0.04		0.97		-17.43846		16.77737

				DB pension on current job		-2.101698		5.15513		-0.41		0.684		-12.28456		8.081166

				DC pension on current job		-7.287836		5.45356		-1.34		0.183		-18.06018		3.484513

				Female		-3.898525		5.196267		-0.75		0.454		-14.16265		6.365597

				Some College		-7.698302		8.21889		-0.94		0.35		-23.93297		8.536369

				Bachelor's Degree or More		-11.17391		8.374607		-1.33		0.184		-27.71617		5.368344

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3718819		10.02103		-0.04		0.97		-20.1663		19.42253

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		9.014096		6.842833		1.32		0.19		-4.502467		22.53066

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		8.797051		7.46806		1.18		0.241		-5.954515		23.54862

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		0.0839207		0.1139932		0.74		0.463		-0.1412487		0.30909

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		-0.0382431		5.573377		-0.01		0.995		-11.04727		10.97078

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0059417		0.0032027		1.86		0.065		-0.0003845		0.012268

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-19.0198		18.22977		-1.04		0.298		-55.02883		16.98923

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.0364073		0.0909221		0.4		0.689		-0.14319		0.2160045

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.1450044		0.097394		1.49		0.139		-0.0473768		0.3373856

				Percent chance of living to age 80		0.2415475		0.1144123		2.11		0.036		0.0155503		0.4675447

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		17.41097		10.51023		1.66		0.1		-3.349753		38.17169

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		6.616266		7.725563		0.86		0.393		-8.643941		21.87647

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		15.63787		6.926596		2.26		0.025		1.955855		29.31989

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-2.845257		5.944698		-0.48		0.633		-14.58775		8.897231

				Information treatment 2		-30.81629		7.817869		-3.94		0		-46.25883		-15.37375

				Information treatment 3		-7.694958		6.649238		-1.16		0.249		-20.82911		5.439198

				Information treatment 3		-14.3071		7.172179		-1.99		0.048		-28.47422		-0.1399831

				constant		54.41044		26.23606		2.07		0.04		2.586687		106.2342

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------





T4 col 2

				TABLE 4 COLUMN 2

		Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     118

		F( 24,    93) =    3.33

		Prob > F      =  0.0000

		R-squared     =  0.2845

		Root MSE      =  .46952

		|               Robust

				delayed claiming indicator based on expected ages		Coef.		Std. Err		t		P>|t|		[95%		Conf.		Interval]

		-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

				Age		-0.0016642		0.0066502		-0.25		0.803		-0.0148703		0.0115418

				Currently Married		0.0949288		0.1101853		0.86		0.391		-0.1238774		0.3137351

				Currently Employed		-0.1321301		0.1514437		-0.87		0.385		-0.4328673		0.1686072

				DB pension on current job		-0.0609617		0.1116792		-0.55		0.586		-0.2827344		0.160811

				DC pension on current job		-0.0254495		0.1086666		-0.23		0.815		-0.2412399		0.1903409

				Female		-0.1484805		0.1101004		-1.35		0.181		-0.3671179		0.070157

				Some College		0.2922297		0.1833934		1.59		0.114		-0.0719533		0.6564126

				Bachelor's Degree or More		0.160242		0.1833826		0.87		0.384		-0.2039195		0.5244036

				Plans to completely stop working after 60		-0.3467744		0.1365941		-2.54		0.013		-0.6180232		-0.0755257

				Likely to change to part-time after 60		-0.1153336		0.1339683		-0.86		0.392		-0.3813682		0.1507009

				Will work full time for "as long as I can"		(dropped)

				Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		-0.0041421		0.0021435		-1.93		0.056		-0.0083987		0.0001144

				DROP THIS ONE?

				Expected source of benefits is own record		0.1430986		0.1263957		1.13		0.26		-0.1078982		0.3940954

				Expected monthly benefits at claiming age		0.0000359		0.0000676		0.53		0.596		-0.0000984		0.0001703

				Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		0.1086716		0.5782207		0.19		0.851		-1.03956		1.256903

				Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		-0.0014196		0.0019168		-0.74		0.461		-0.005226		0.0023867

				Percent chance benefits cut substantially		-0.0027854		0.0017646		-1.58		0.118		-0.0062896		0.0007188

				Percent chance of living to age 80		-0.0027758		0.0021541		-1.29		0.201		-0.0070534		0.0015018

				Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.170859		0.199786		0.86		0.395		-0.2258764		0.5675943

				Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.2074944		0.1395632		1.49		0.14		-0.0696504		0.4846392

				Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		0.0372224		0.1361171		0.27		0.785		-0.2330793		0.307524

				Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-0.0310825		0.124553		-0.25		0.803		-0.27842		0.216255

				Information treatment 2		0.1096892		0.1280224		0.86		0.394		-0.144538		0.3639164

				Information treatment 3		0.0376073		0.1350807		0.28		0.781		-0.2306362		0.3058508

				Information treatment 3		0.1321751		0.1424752		0.93		0.356		-0.1507524		0.4151026

				constant		0.9116481		0.4440457		2.05		0.043		0.0298612		1.793435

		------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1. Expected Returns to Delayed Claiming
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Table 1 (slides)

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Age (years)		230		49		50		8.06		18		59

		Gender (=1 if female)		228		0.37

		Currently married or living with partner (=1 if yes)		228		0.69

		Never married (=1 if yes)		228		0.13

		Highest Educational Attainment

		High School or Less (=1 if yes)		228		0.14

		Some College		228		0.35

		Bachelor's Degree or More		228		0.51

		Currently Employed (=1 if yes)		230		0.85

		DB pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.30

		DC pension on current job (=1 if yes)		230		0.42

		Percent chance of living to age 70		230		80.94		89		18.48		20		100

		Percent chance of living to age 80		230		67.16		75		24.36		5		100

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean		median		std dev		min		max

		Retirement Plans

		no full-time work at 60 or later (=1 if yes)		230		0.27

		completely stop working after 60		230		0.13

		likely change to part-time after 60		230		0.29

		full-time work "as long as I can"		230		0.31

		Expected retirement age (years)		136		61.70		662		6.36		30		75

		Percent chance ever receive Social Security benefits		230		73.17		80		27.34		2		100

		Source of Social Security Benefits

		own record (=1 if yes)		230		0.67

		spouse's record		230		0.02

		both record		230		0.31

		Expected claiming age (years)		230		66.3		65		3.76		60		95

		Expected monthly benefits at claiming age ($)		229		1264		1200		722		50		4000

		Expected monthly benefits if delay one year ($)		224		1348		1200		767		55		4500

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		230		29.7		25		26.55		0		100

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		230		44.2		50		28.52		0		100

		Delayed Claiming Scenarios

		percent chance with return of 1/12		230		59.1		65		32.33		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/8		211		69.1		75		26.75		0		100

		percent chance with return of 1/6		210		75.4		80		25.39		0		100

		percent chance with return of 5/24		209		79.0		90		25.47		0		100

		Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

		Variable		n		mean

		Time Preference: Today vs. 1 Year From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.09

		$110		230		0.20

		$115		230		0.10

		$120		230		0.12

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.37

		Time Preference: 10 vs. 11 Years From Now

		(dollar value at which delays payment)

		$100 (=1 if yes)		230		0.03

		$105		230		0.10

		$110		230		0.19

		$115		230		0.11

		$120		230		0.19

		$125		230		0.10

		does not delay		230		0.29





Table 2 (slides)

		Table 2: Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Delayed Claiming Scenario		Sample		n		mean		median

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/12		Full Sample		230		59.1		60

				Treatment 1		47		72.6		80

				Treatment 2		62		40.0		40

				Treatment 3		63		67.6		75

				Treatment 4		58		59.6		60

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/8		Full Sample		211		69.1		75

				Treatment 1		44		80.0		80

				Treatment 2		51		53.2		50

				Treatment 3		62		71.5		75

				Treatment 4		54		72.5		75

		Percent Chance With Return Of 1/6		Full Sample		210		75.4		80

				Treatment 1		44		84.2		90

				Treatment 2		50		62.7		65

				Treatment 3		62		75.0		80

				Treatment 4		54		80.3		85

		Percent Chance With Return Of 5/24		Full Sample		209		79.0		90

				Treatment 1		44		85.6		99

				Treatment 2		50		70.1		75

				Treatment 3		61		78.2		90

				Treatment 4		54		82.8		90





Table 3 (slides)

		Table 3: Retirement and Claiming Age Expectations

		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Have Stopped Working Full Time (tR*)		Age At Which Respondent Expects to Start Collecting Social Security Benefits (tC*)

				n		mean		median		tC*=max{tR*, 62}		tC*>max{tR*, 62}

		<60		56		64.8		65		35.7%		62.5%

		60 or 61		10		63.8		64		30.0%		70.0%

		62		27		62.7		62		77.8%		22.2%

		63 or 64		6		65.0		64		50.0%		50.0%

		65		32		66.0		65		65.6%		34.4%

		66 or 67		14		66.4		66		85.7%		0.0%

		68-70		11		68.5		70		63.6%		9.1%

		>70 or Never		74		68.9		70		1.4%		1.4%





Table 4 (slides)

		Excerpt from Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12

		Expected change in benefits if delay one year (fraction)		-15.501

				(16.468)

		Percent chance benefits keep up with inflation		0.074

				(0.079)

		Percent chance benefits cut substantially		0.139

				(0.082)

		Percent chance of living to age 80		0.253

				(0.097)

		Requires at least 0%-5% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		12.927

				(8.976)

		Requires at least 10%-15% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		3.353

				(6.031)

		Requires at least 20%-25% return to delay payment to 11 years from now		13.763

				(5.441)

		Require higher return for delayed payment 1 year from now relative to 10 years hence		-1.786

				(5.180)

		R2		0.283

		N		222

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses

		Excerpt from Table 4: Best Linear Predictors of Delayed Claiming Expectations

				Percent Chance of Delayed Claiming

		Predictor Variable		with Return r1=1/12

		Information treatment 2		-30.474

				(6.831)

		Information treatment 3		-5.993

				(5.913)

		Information treatment 4		-14.045

				(6.218)

		N		222

		Standard error estimates are calculated using STATA software (robust regression option) and are reported in parentheses
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Future Directions 

• Ongoing data collection will increase sample size 
– Will be able to estimate structural models of labor force 

participation and benefit claiming decisions 

• Use data from other waves of the ALP 
– Access to information on household wealth, financial literacy, 

other reports of Social Security benefits and claiming age 
expectations 

• Conduct supplemental analysis of HRS data 
– SS benefits and claiming age expectations data 
– Data on realizations as well 
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